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Northern Uganda has been in civil war
for over 20 years, Here is the tale of one
person trying to make a difference.
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Gabriel Bol Deng, a story of hope and a will to break from
the constraints of Sudan in order to rescue it.
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Iraqi students face
a distrubing reality!

Art in and Around
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An education that has almost lost
everything it stands for, is amongst
the wounded of war’s wearing presence.
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by adam grant

Political Muscian?
The ongoing battle between
artists and politicians~ henry rollins,
steve earle, & jim lindberg speak up.
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To live happy or not to truly live—
that is the question.
Whether endure the worry
And wish the end,
Or muddle through the unknown,
To an unheard of mystery.

Shun the unknown and the possibilities,
Explore the travelled road,
If you can.
Follow the sheltered with their list of nothing.
It’s slow but eventually everyone gets there.
Sleeping our way through the worthless.

What are we hiding from?
Ourselves and each other?
Why not find the meaning of our lives?
Instead of waiting for someone to tell us.
Regain the truth and thy beauty.

Days will come and days will go.
Something inside won’t let me
Miss those lovely days.
Packing it in has never been my thing.
I go for the journey,
Not the view.

Parody of Hamlet’s Soliloquy
~Sarah Kehoe
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amaze yourself

PLACE

MONTREAL 				

THE
WEIRD,
EXCITING,
AND SOCIALLY
NECESSARY EVENTS
ACROSS
CANADA

EVENT

TAM TAM

O

n the first warm Sunday of the summer the longest running amateur music festival begins once again and continues every
Sunday after that right on until the end of September or until Mother Nature decides to take our sun away.The weekly event known as
the Tam Tam which occurs at Mount Royal Park is a scene straight out of Woodstock but substitute the grand main stage and famous
musicians for a Statue of Jean Cartier and amateurs by the hundreds banging on everything from a djembe to a steel pipe.

Whether you are new to the scene or a regular, the Tam Tam jam is an
experience that should not be passed up when relaxing in Montreal on
a Sunday. Visitors are allowed to bring alcoholic drinks, accompanied
with some food, and can dance along side the beat of the drums,
play soccer, throw a Frisbee or join in on the chaotic battleground of
medieval fighters who use home made foam weapons which closely
resemble the goliath ‘limb removers’ of King Arthur’s time.  The battle
is taken very seriously and is something that is worth seeing for your
self.  You won’t believe until you see it.

PART 1

No one knows for sure when the Tam
Tam began but it is known to be close
to 20 years old with no particular organizer, it just sort of grew into the
festival that it is today. The only city
involvement is the issue of permits to
merchandisers of all sorts. Other than
that they let locals and tourists relax
and enjoy their Sunday however they
choose to do so.

.

EVENT

PLACE

KINCARDIN

THE OLD BOYS &
GIRLS REUNION 2008

I

know it’s a long time to wait for the party of the decade but its well
worth the 10 year lead up to the Reunion of the Good Old Boys in Kincardine, Ontario which happened last in the summer of 2008.
The old boys (and girls) reunion is a time for about 30,000 people to gather
in the small northern town of Kincardine and become reacquainted with a
good old fashioned town parade and tail gate party, among other things.  Everyone is welcome to come and celebrate this one of a kind reunion which
grows with every decade.
The parade which runs on the main street lasts for about 3 hours and includes
costumes of all kinds, but mostly men in women’s clothing.  This parade is
like Halloween, it gives the burliest of guys an excuse to dress in women
drag and the girls can wear any sort of skimpy revealing clothes they please
or dress in men’s attire.  Many in the parade and along the sidelines may not
be sober, but this always adds to the spectacle. I don’t know how the custom
of men in drag began, but it certainly allows for some interesting mixes of
amusing and utterly horrifying images.

.

The design of this magazine is to
inspire, guide and report the news,
events, and culture of past, present and future people alike. This is
much more than just a grouping of
articles, pictures and information;
it’s a passageway, a journey to try
new things and create the foundations
for the person you want to or may not
know you will become. It is an evolution that will continue long after
establishing yourself, and begin before you may even know it. Certain
lines are meant to be a bit blurry;
transitions depend on the individual, not on the society. What we have
here is not a strict marketing bracket, but a group of people discovering
how to extract information that best
suites their needs, goals, and life.
101 Magazine is a life enriching experience that’s focus just happens to be you.
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letters 101

Helen,
The act of writing on it’s own is reward
enough. By all means, start to write for your
pleasure. At least you know what it is that
wants to get out. I believe we are all artists,
some of us let the art out by creating and some
of us let the art out by being inspiring. Art
is not for the viewer, listener, reader, toucher,
but for the artist. Where would we be otherwise.
Art only for public acclaim would only last
for its generation and would not encourage
improvement, we would have been destined
to still be tracing our hands on cave walls,
banging a stick on a tree trunk, reproducing
only bird sounds and carving spear and arrow
heads.
So, write for yourself and no one else, write
what you know, write what is inside, your
stories. It doesn’t have to be good for anyone
other than you. Give yourself pleasure, create.
For example, have you ever seen one of my
photographs? Does anyone refer to me as Don
the Photographer? Does it matter to me? Have I
stopped doing it because I need my photographs
to be good? Well of course not, because I am
doing it for me. It gives me immeasurable
pleasure. Not only do I not need recognition,
praise, or acceptance by my peers, I don’t seek
it. My photographs are part of my life and my
world, come on in. Being part of my world is
the only way to get to see my photographs, both
the good and the bad.
So, write!
Don
In loving memory of a great
friend and fantastic person
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the trouper

A few weeks ago while in a flurry of spring cleaning the
Eaton’s suit finally went to the charity shop. I faced the
truth that I was never going to be a size 30 waist again.
But it wasn’t just the suit which no longer fit. It gave me
a moment to take stock on how my life had moved on in
the past 10 years.

Steven
Sparling

Why I Persevere

Am I successful? It depends on how you define it. I enjoy my work and have had a lot of fun working with many
fabulous people; however, I am certainly not a household name or even that well know in the industry. My
income varies wildly from year to year and sometimes
I still do non-career work, such as working as an office
temp, to fill the gaps in my schedule and income.

My heart was racing, my palms sweating and I was fumbling with
the pages in my lap. I was about to get up on the stage of Salle WilfridPelltier and deliver the first ever Valedictorian address at the Concordia
Fine Arts Convocation. It was June 1997 and I was finally finished my BFA.
On one hand, I felt satisfied and relieved; and on the other, apprehensive.
I was $30,000 in debt and had no immediate career prospects. As I sat
there in the new suit my parents had bought for me at Eatons, I wondered
whether my words would be well received.
Would I ever earn money in my field? How would I ever pay back my student
loans? What lay ahead for me and my fellow graduates?
I had taken the day off work from my first job out of school working as a designer’s assistant in a textile factory in East Montreal. This minimum wage
job involved punching a time clock and spending eight hours a day cutting
three-inch strips of decorative braid and then stapling them to sample
cards. Cut, cut, cut - staple, staple, staple - all day long until I thought I
would go out of my mind! I had been a top
student, winning several scholarships and awards during my studies, yet I
found myself working in a job that I was embarrassed to tell anyone about.
Two months later, when they laid me off, I packed up my life and moved to
Vancouver.
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Ten years on, I find myself living in London, England. I have just finished
a major tour of Scrooge- the Musical with a British TV Celebrity, Michael
Barrymore. I have acted for the BBC and toured around the UK in various
musicals and plays. I have been a featured soloist on a luxury cruise liner
in the Mediterranean and last year I was asked to sing in a recording of a
new critically-acclaimed musical version of Dracula. In the past year I have
paid off my student loans, started a pension, taken out life insurance and
put a deposit down on a flat in East London.

Real education for the real world. I learned how to
be tough at Concordia. It taught me to fight for what
I wanted and to create opportunities for myself. The
seeds of this learning have grown over the past ten years
and I am now much more aggressive about pursuing
and creating opportunities. I petition directors for parts.
I pester casting agents to see me for roles. I network
like a Kennedy and plan advertising and self-promotion
campaigns. I focus on the art AND the business.
I see it like this: I am a small-business. Statistics suggest that 25% of small businesses fail within one year.
Within five years, less than 30% remain. So the fact that
I am still in business means success. It never gets any
easier, and I still think about quitting and retraining for
something else, but I never do. Every year I don’t give up
is a successful year.
I have good years, and bad years. I put one foot in front
of the other. I get frustrated sometimes, but I write one
more letter, make one more phone call, and attend one
more audition.

Why do I persevere?

.

Because sometimes,
when I am lucky,
I get to work at what I love.
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Getting Started as a
Sex Columnist
By Laura Roberts

U

photo by David Findlay

pon graduating from Concordia University in Montreal, I
had big dreams about how I would put my honours degree in Creative Writing and English Literature to work. I had
started my own smut zine as a student, and wanted to write a more interesting version of the sex column for one
of the local papers. While I had experience writing about sex, as well as writing under a deadline for the student
newspaper, it seemed like I could never get a response from any of my queries.
Worse than a simple rejection, I was getting total silence, which made me wonder whether anyone was even receiving my e-mails, much less reading them. My biggest problem was the fact that there were no direct e-mail addresses listed on the websites; instead, there were general online forms you could use to contact the editors.
Unable to get in touch with anyone specific, I began to wonder if I’d ever be able to get an “in” with the local papers. It seemed unfair since I knew I was a good enough writer, but I just didn’t have the access I needed to bend
someone’s ear. I complained about this to my writer friends, who were sympathetic, and finally one of them said, “I
know most of the people on staff at the alternative papers. Would you like me to write you a letter of introduction?”
It turns out that a brief letter was all I needed to launch my career. My friend wrote to the arts editor at the Hour,
mentioning that I was a recent graduate and that I wrote and published my own moderately successful smut zine,
and the editor wrote back to ask if I’d like to write a sex column. Would I ever!

.

I had a degree in writing and experience at the student newspaper, as well as the self-sufficiency to start my own
publication, so the editor took me seriously. We had a few meetings about potential column ideas, and she seemed
impressed with my suggestions. It took a while to settle all the paperwork and finally get down to the business of
writing the column, but ultimately it was that short letter my friend wrote for me that made the difference between
getting noticed and getting ignored.

Laura Roberts is the sex columnist for Montreal’s alternative newspaper, Hour.
She is also the Editor-in-Chief of Black Heart Magazine, available online at:
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the budding artist

I

started out making artwork like anyone does; with crayons and markers in primary school. I remember art being my
favourite class in school, and thinking to myself that someday I
wanted to be an artist when I grew up. I never actually thought
that I would attend school for art and seriously consider a career in it, but here I am!
Starting out, my biggest inspirations were other artists my age,
the cartoons that I watched, and Japanese culture. I have been
greatly influenced by Japanese animation and comics, and to
this day I find it very hard to kick that ‘look’ that labels me as
someone drawing ‘big sailor moon eyes.’ Recently however,
I’ve taken to embracing my past influences and making them
my own through new techniques and skills that I acquire.
While developing my personal artistic practice, I began to have
two very different styles. One was the animated, bubbly-shiny
Japanese anime look that managed to sell very well and gave
myself a name on the internet among other artists doing the
same type of work. The other was a more serious style, which
developed through my study of fine art and art theory, as well
as pushing myself technically and conceptually. I do not think
of one style as ‘better’ than the other, only different. My goal
for my work in the future is to combine my different styles into
something that I can call my own; that is unique to me and will
show a mix of my influences and skills.
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My work is predominantly illustration and painting. Later on I developed a sense for design and started doing web design and print design. This
was when I started using computers to work on my illustrations as well. My
work has almost always been character-driven; I am most interested in creating
personalities and portraying emotion through the characters I create. I suppose I
also use my characters as a way of projecting myself into my work, since I usually create work best based on my own experiences or concerns.

Kina
de
Grasse

My more serious work tends to be based on developing a specific technical
skill, such as inking, or achieving a level of detail that I could not have previously through inks or painting. These works also tend to be more realistic, and
deal with issues concern me. Some of these issues are the environment and
sustainability as well as themes of internal-personal conflicts.
Presently I have a mix of challenges when it comes to my practice. Having just
completed my undergraduate degree, I find myself needing to do something
to actually support myself financially. This has resulted in taking on many arts
and graphics related jobs that do not necessarily reflect my practice. The kinds
of jobs that I’ve had to do don’t have much of myself in them; rather they are
simply jobs I’ve done for money. This creates a problem; I’m spending a lot of
my time doing work for money and I usually end up having very little energy to
create works for myself.

“ It’s easy to sell out, and I’ve
noticed a lot of artists giving
up being true to themselves
in order to make a quick buck,
myself included. “

“the rectification”

kina-ink.com

I know that this is a problem among many of my friends who are artists. Many
enter jobs in which they have to use their artistic talents, and then when they
come home they are drained and have little motivation to work on their own
practice. Obviously the ideal situation would be to be paid to create works that
are a part of one’s main practice, but many starting out don’t have the opportunity to do this. I find that many who enter into this pattern end up rejecting
their practice and only using talents for empty commercial works. With so many
opportunities for new media artists, there is often no shortage of work in the
graphics, web, and illustration industries. It’s easy to sell out, and I’ve noticed a
lot of artists giving up being true to themselves in order to make a quick buck,
myself included.
I don’t have a solution for this problem; I can say that before you enter into any
kind of commercial work, you have to know yourself in order not to lose yourself. I’m still learning this. I have always been too timid to put myself into my
commercial works, worried that the client would not like the result. This usually
results in work that I create that is stagnant and devoid of any character or life.
I’ve learned that the reason these people actually have hired you is because of
your past work; there was something they saw in it that made them want to hire
you in the first place. I think people would be less artistically drained if they put
all of their efforts into every piece they did, feeling that sense of accomplishment and learning in every work instead of just works they do for themselves.
Embrace your backgrounds, no matter how embarrassing or insignificant they
may seem. They are all a part of who you are as an artist, and every little bit
makes a difference and contributes to your practice.

.

kina-ink.com
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the fighter

In January 2007, Jane and her husband Mike launched Jane Tomlinson’s Run For All, a 10km charity run that took place in June
that year.
But seven years after she had first been told she had 12 months
to live, her treatment had taken its toll and she developed chronic
heart disease. Having been elevated to a CBE (Commander of the
British Empire) in June 2007, her disease finally claimed her life.
Jane Tomlinson was only 43.
I know that all the facts and figures above can be a bit mind boggling, but read them again and as you read each individual event
really think what it meant to be dying of cancer, often feeling rotten but still  having the strength to push yourself further and fruther, determined that despite a life cut cruelly short, it would be a
life remembered, a life that really made a difference.

what to do with a year to live
the jane tomlinson story
by amanda thomas

Jane Tomlinson, was diagnosed with breast cancer in 2000, she
was told it was in its’ terminal stage and she had 12 months at
most.
Jane Emily Goward was born in Yorkshire, England 1964, the
sixth of 10 children. Jane was a good student and in 1990 applied
to study mathematics at the University of Leeds, in the Northern
England. It was this year that she found a lump in her breast and
had to have a lumpectomy.  This marked a turning point for Jane
who abandoned her plan to study mathematics and instead enrolled
into radiography at Leeds General Infirmary.  It was Leeds where
Jane met and married Mike Tomlinson, they eventually would
welcome two daughters, Suzanne and Rebecca and a son Steven
to the family.
Following her qualification in 1993 Jane decided to go on with her
studies to postgraduate level and specialized in paediatric radiography. Then came the hammer blow. Three years later the cancer
returned and she had to have a mastectomy with 2 rounds of chemotherapy and radiotherapy. Despite her treatment in 2000 Jane
was told that her cancer had spread to her bones and lungs and that
she had at best 12 months to live.
With a strength and resilience that is hard to comprehend Jane decided to embark on a series of marathons and athletic challenges to
raise money for charity. She devised a training regime and in May
2001 took part in her first challenge, the 5km Race for Life.  This
race was conceived specifically to heighten awareness of women’s
cancers. The first Race for Life event took place in 1994 when
680 people participated in London and raised £36,000. Race for
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Life has subsequently grown to become one of the UK’s largest
fundraising events, which in 2006 involved 240 races and 750,000
participants raising over £46 million. Since its inception, Race for
Life has raised over £100 million for the charity.
In December 2001, Jane took part in the Leeds Abbey Dash followed by the London Marathon in 2002 and later the New York
Marathon.  In July to mark the 50th anniversary of the Queen of
England’s accession to the throne, Jane presented the Jubilee Baton to The Queen  in Leeds, and in  August undertook the London
Triathlon.
Jane completed the Ironman Triathlon, the only person with incurable cancer ever to do so. She also completed two half Ironmans.
In 2002 at the BBC Sports Personality of the Year awards, Jane was
given an MBE (The Most Excellent Order of the British Empire)
and in 2003 received the British  order of chivalry. The same year
from March to April, Jane cycled with her brother Luke Goward
from John o’ Groats at the Northern tip of Scotland to Land’s End,  
the South point of England, a distance of 1060 miles. The following year Jane and Luke set out on a tandem bicycle to cycle 2000
miles across Europe from Rome to Leeds.

Unbeleiveably Jane attracted hate mail during her tireless efforts to
make money for charity, people simply could not believe she was
terminally ill. Indeed seeing her as often as we did on TV in the
UK, it was hard to believe. If anyone looked the picture of health
and vigour Jane did. She said that some of the hate filled calls she
received brought her to tears.  One caller - in an expletive peppered
rant - said: ‘You are nothing but a fraud. You no more have cancer
than I have.’  Even some newspapers called her a fake.  But there
were many supporters and admirers, Jane at one point was receiving 2500 letters a week. Nothing, not even the most vile abuse
would stop Jane, she continued for as long as she had the strength,
to raise money and help others.  Her unselfish, unswerving determination is hard to understand.
When presented with a limit on life, how many of us would want
to spend every waking moment with our loved ones,  how many of
us would be able to overcome the actual physical limitations of our
illness and undertake gruelling and difficult challenges that even
some athletes might balk at?  When I’m feeling as though I have a
bit of flu coming on, or have a few aches and pains, I think of Jane,
a truly remarkable and inspiring human being, and suddenly I feel
a whole lot better!

.

In July and August 2006, Jane’s final challenge was spent cycling
4200 miles across the United States, raising £250,000.
She had published  her first book, The Luxury of Time in 2005,
and released the second volume of her memoirs You Can’t Take It
With You in 2006.

janesappeal.com
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the fighter

Jane’s Accomplishments

LIVE YOUR LIFE

~ An MBE and subsequently a CBE by the Queen
~ The Helen Rollason Award at the BBC Sports Personality
of the Year Awards in 2002

~ Twice recognised at the Sportswoman of the Year Awards
~ A Great Briton Award
~ Voted the most Inspirational Woman in Britain in 2003.
~ A Pride of Briton Award in 2005

101mag.com

Jane’s Appeal was established by the late Jane Tomlinson CBE
to raise funds for children’s and cancer charities.
The charities that have benefited from Jane’s support cover all
areas including medical research, cancer treatment and specialist care.

To date some £1.85 million has been raised and Jane’s family led by Mike Tomlinson is determined to continue the great
work started by Jane and drive the amount raised above £2
Million and beyond.

TOP RATED CANADIAN CANCER CHARITIES
Canadian Cancer Society cancer.ca

Breast of Canada breastofcanada.com

Marilyn Van Stone Cancer Care Foundation mvsfoundation.org
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Childhood Cancer Foundation Canada candlelighters.ca

Prostate Cancer Research Foundation of Canada prostatecancer.ca

janesappeal.com
- to find out more

What made you decide this was the path you wanted to go down?
Jonathan approached me with his idea and there was absolutely no way I could
turn down this once in life time opportunity.
Did you have mixed feelings concerning whether or not this is what you wanted
to do?
Of course, but I saw growth, potential which made me excited about my decision.
What are the benefits your decision has had on your life thus far?
Biggest benefit is that I’m living in a new country and a totally new city with a
different culture and the people are fantastic.
How did you deal with the travel bug?
Well, after traveling all over (New Zealand, Australia, Fiji, Thailand, Italy Hong
Kong, the Mediterranean, Peru, etc) you never want to stop traveling. But you
have to put your feet on the ground in order to get reacquainted with reality. A
still have the travel within me and fortunately I am able to travel and work from
wherever I am. Something I never want to stop doing.

BRAD EDELSON
						

is a wonderful example of taking risks to pursue an opportunity in the unknown.  Brad is a well traveled American who
moved up to Toronto to become partners with the founder, Jonathan Nyquest, of an organization titled NYQUEST Training Placement.  It is an organization that recruits young adults
from around the world who are interested in working as outdoor educators, camp counselors and experimental facilitators throughout
Canada.  Together the two entrepreneurs won the 2006 Toronto Entrepreneur Award.  He was asked by Jonathan to drop everything and
move up to Toronto with him and be part of something with potential. He decided that it was a “no brainer” so he decided to take that
risk and move north of the border to see where things progressed to.

Where did you go to school?
Michigan State

How many jobs have you had since graduation?
None, I was actually working for NYQUEST while I finished off my last year of school.
What do you do now and how long have you been doing it?
I work for NYQUEST as the Training and Placement Director.

What does the word “failure” mean to you?
All the eggs in one basket. Letting everything fall apart after only a few things
get in the way.
What aspects of the education prepared you for this position?
The Life experiences I learned from fending for myself. I don’t remember many
classes, but I remember having to do everything myself or nothing would get
done.

Here’s a little Q & A about Brad’s story thus far:

What did you take?
Commercial Recreation and Tourism Resources Management

What does the word “success” mean to you?
To me, it would be to see this organization grow and be able to say we built it
from nothing into something. Success = Growth

Brad has currently been living in Toronto for the
past 2 years. After Jonathan and Brad began their
organization recruiting 90 individuals their first
year, they have 250 signed on this year and that’s
only because they capped it off at 250 to ensure
quality in their service.  Brad couldn’t be happier
pursuing something he is truly thrilled about and
says there isn’t anything else he would rather be
doing at this point in time.

Who do you admire the most?
Other than my father, I would have to say my business partner Jonathan. He
motivates me so much more because he is very driven and his passion and excitement he possess is most admirable.
What would you do if you were not doing this?
I’m not quite sure. Perhaps I would be working with my father at his furniture
store. I’m lucky to be where I am right now.

Do you have any underground advice for others looking to get into your field?
Stepping back is not always such a bad thing to do now and again. Baby steps,
really small steps is incredibly important to remember. Master every little thing
before moving to the next. Take your time and don’t rush into things. It is going
to be a slow process and make sure you are aware of that.
THE ODD Q’s
What is the one thing you could never throw out?
Old cell phones, I guess because of the sentimental value they hold.
If you had any super power, what would it be?
Teleportation, so I could be everyplace I wish to visit any time I want.
What is the worst trend of the present time?
Ugh boots – It looks like an inside out shoe to me.
You can’t sleep. What do you do?
I watch sports highlights on rerun about 4 or 5 times
What was your favourite subject in school?
Phys-ed. But for a real subject, Math
What was your worst subject in school?
Science – What the hell am I going to do with the Periodic table?
Do you follow your head, or your heart?
My heart – tough question though.
What is your weakness?
Organization – I’m very unorganized.
If you could visit anywhere in the world, where would it be?
I would go back to New Zealand in a second. I want to eventually go to South
Africa.
Would you want to be cloned?
Nope
Best thing ever invented?
The Computer – we would be nowhere without the computer.

The website: go-nyquest.com.

What did you want to do when you were 10 years old?
A soccer star
What did you want to do when you were in grade 10?
Thought about going into the family furniture business, but my parents gave me the
freedom to choose my own path, which had to do with the outdoors.
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the voyager
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the voyager

a sight to take in, and to comprehend the significance the Ganges
plays in the everyday life of these impressive and strong individuals.
Egypt definitely is a wonder in itself. 75 million people hustling
and bustling in a country half the size of Saskatchewan. The pyramids are spectacular in size which makes you realize just how
many people must have been involved in order to construct such
mammoth structures. It’s all quite an anomaly. It is as though you
were exploring a whole different world - one that existed long
before the birth of ours.

Carli posing with
the Great Wall of China

“Regardless of where you travel,
it can only make you realize new
facets about yourself and present
you with alternative perceptions
of the world we live in.”

A

s I was walking through the swarming halls during my
highly anticipated first year of university, I found myself scoping
the flyer filled walls only to lock eyes on a colourful poster that
read: semester at seas.com. The Real Breaker High?, I thought to
myself. I went home to scan through the site and found out that
the University of Virginia organizes this incredible chance of a
lifetime for all those who are interested in sailing around the world
in 100 days, while studying courses of my choice on a moderately
sized cruise ship. The voyage is open to any student who has a
decent GPA and individuals who wish to tag along, perhaps participate in a couple of classes and has a desire to experience the
world in under four months. I immediately wanted to sign up for
this rare opportunity. At the time, my marks were very low, so this
gave me an enormous incentive to study and improve my grades
because this is what I wanted to do more than anything.
I improved my marks, I applied and I was accepted. So, at the end
of August 2006, I, along with 650 fellow students, and another 50
retirees began our 100 day voyage off the coast of Mexico.
I signed up for four courses which was plenty when faced with
the biggest distraction ever. There is a wide variety of classes to
choose from as if you are choosing your next semester at any University. As we sailed we attended classes. We first check into Hawaii just for a couple of days  before heading to Japan which takes
about 7 days, which means 6 straight days of school.
Our first major stop is Japan and we have the option to sign up for
guided tours through the University of Virginia or go alone for five
days hoping to be back in time for departure. I decide to join the
tour alongside some acquaintances for the first foreign experience
of my journey.  I did not want to end up getting lost at the very
beginning of my trip.
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Carli (left) seen making naan
in India
After five days we hopped back on the ship only to sail to China.  
After a few days of studying we arrive in China where we are allowed five days to explore a country with endless sights to see. I
found myself hiking the Great Wall of China, upon which countless steps made up the never-ending colossal of stones. It’s not
a smooth boardwalk, let me tell you. If you want to get in shape
this is the place you want to visit. It’s no easy task to scale even
a couple kilometers of the Great Wall. This by far was one of my
highlights of the trip. Beijing, the Forbidden City, trendy Chinese
clubs – in five days I felt I saw everything I was able to see in one
of the world’s most populous countries.
		
After a short stint in Hong Kong we arrive in Vietnam where I
couldn’t walk the streets without looking over my shoulder fearing mopeds would run me over in Ho Chi Minh City. I traveled to
Cambodia and some students journeyed to Laos and this is where
I realized that regardless of the hardships I read about within these
countries it does not compare to experiencing the poverty firsthand that millions of people live and face everyday of their lives.

We can thank the early innovators for the oldest alcoholic drink
we enjoy so much today. Beer, it is said, came in six different
flavours when it was first developed.  Egypt is definitely a place
people must visit at least once in their lifetime.
We arrive in Turkey after a few days of school. I was told about
Cappadocia in Central Turkey where cave dwellers reside and
visitors are able to live in cave hotels. So, I hopped on a two hour
flight to satisfy my curiosity and sleep in the side of a mountain. It
looks like something straight out of Lord of the Rings.
Rafting in Croatia in November is quite the experience. It is something to try but something I won’t ever do again and something I
do no recommend unless you like being very wet and very cold.  
It is an astonishing country that is becoming more popular by the
day.  Get there while you can and before it is over run by tourists.  
I observed everything carefully and kept notes because 20% of
each of my four classes - Astronomy, Geology, Media Studies and
my mandatory core classes each had a 20% field project. This is
how the school incorporates the classroom and travel.
Spain is one the last stops on our unforgettable voyage. It is filled
with beautiful buildings, beaches and people. This is one country
that never seems to sleep.  These people certainly know how to
have a good time.

Thailand is unbelievable and is every bit as nice as what people
had told me. I went on a guided tour up into the jungle where I
discover that paradise does not only exist on T.V. or in stories.
On average we travel for 5 days and study for 3.  Living on a ship
is more difficult than one would think.  There is only so far you can
walk until you reach ocean. But, there are plenty of things to keep
you busy, especially when you have school to study for.

The last stretch from Europe to Miami is 10 days. Long enough
for us to catch up on our work and complete our remaining assignments in order to receive our grades.
The adventure of a lifetime that I anticipated for over a year is now
over but will forever remain at the front of the files of my memory.  
My voyage took me from Hawaii to Japan, China, Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, Thailand, India, Egypt, Turkey, Croatia, and Southern
Europe in under 4 months.

.

I have to say that my favourite
part about the trip is the constant traveling.  I always wanted to study abroad and this allowed me to study all over the
world giving me the chance to
decide where to return to in
the future. The mobility of my
venture gave me the freedom to
see the magnitude of what our
incredible planet has to offer.
Though this trip is not cheap
– $20,000, I definitely recommend it to absolutely everyone
who wants to experience the
real-life Breaker High.

This is such an insurmountable learning experience. I was
able to learn more about myself while learning about the cultures
of others and witnessing the lives of the unfortunate. Regardless
of where you travel, it can only make you realize new facets about
yourself and present you with alternative perceptions of the world
we live in.

India is magnificent in its entirety - billions of people rushing
around. The Taj Mahal is remarkable and without a doubt, breathtaking to gaze upon it in person. Laying eyes on the Ganges River
is unbelievable. To witness a wedding, children swimming, women washing and the deceased set adrift all in the same river is quite

semesteratseas.com
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CANADIAN ARTISTS
AND THEIR ART

Art is rarely showcased while it’s in the developmental stage.
As a result we have provided images of creation in motion. That’s it!

ILLUMINATO FESTIVAL,
DISTILLARY DISTRICT,TO.
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alexahatanaka.carbonmade.com

karloghokasian.com

kellen hatanaka
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the NGO entreprenuer

finding
passion
in
uganda
HOW A YOUNG
CANADIAN
DISCOVERED
LIFE, LOVE, AND
PERSPECTIVE,
BY DEDICATING
HERSELF
TO HELPING
THE PEOPLE
OF UGANDA

Nikki Aaron: finding her place in Uganda
I left for East Africa as an experienced traveler, having
already been to 20 countries outside of North America by the
age of 22. And yet when I found out about the opportunity to
volunteer in Northern Uganda for two months with Concordia
Volunteer Abroad Program (CVAP) at my university, my emotions were so dispersed that I wasn’t sure if I was excited, afraid,
or both. I was worried that I might only go to Uganda because
it would be an amazing experience, but as the departure date
became closer, I realized I really was quite afraid of what I was
throwing myself into and that my intentions were anything but
selfish. I left for Northern Uganda with very few expectations.
My personal goal was to get some experience in doing work in
development, and find out if this was the kind of career I wanted
to make for myself.  But all I really cared about was providing
some sort of relief to the people of Northern Uganda. And so I
boarded a plane with ten other students from Concordia University in Montreal, barely knowing anyone’s name, and together
we commenced a journey destined to change our lives forever.
Northern Uganda has been in civil war for over 20 years, but the
past two years have been fairly tame as peace talks between the
government and the Lord’s Resistance Army began and created a
somewhat safer environment. So you can only imagine the kind
of atmosphere that we were entering. We were given an outline
in Montreal of what we would be doing in Gulu, but CVAP is a
new NGO, and we were really the first official group of students
to go on this trip. When we got to Gulu, we were immediately
taken to a local IDP (Internally Displaced Persons) Camp. As we
entered the camp, we realized we were surrounded by people of
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all ages (mostly young orphaned children) who were wearing rags for clothing and starving
from lack of food and water. Yet there was nothing we could do about this particular need,
and this was heart breaking. It was literally like walking into a World Vision campaign video
that plays on CTV on the weekends. This was our introduction to Gulu.
After a week of orientation in Gulu—visiting IDP Camps, schools, hospitals, etc., we began
meeting with all sorts of people within the community. They told us what they thought
about the humanitarian work being done in their community and what they felt they were
lacking, as well as what they needed on an individual basis. This was followed by a week
of training in which we, CVAP Group 1, developed the mission and vision for the organization. It was a pretty phenomenal experience that fully surpassed my expectations. Our goal
became, and remains, to empower the people of Northern Uganda to be self-sustaining and
self-reliant.
By doing all of this, I began to realize that the humanitarian world really is not doing that
much. There is a lot of money invested in thousands of government and non-government organizations, and yet when it comes down to the bureaucratic aspect, the people who should
be receiving the money, or the goods purchased with the money, are not receiving it. This
could be for many reasons. In Northern Uganda, there is huge long lived and historical
stigma placed against the Acholi people, which seems more often than not, to result in them
receiving less aide than the people of Southern Uganda. I also realized that humanitarian
organizations giving these people what they need on a “daily” (things are often not delivered
on time) basis is resulting in more harm than anything else. Yet if the process stopped,
millions would die.  CVAP partners with S.O.S Kinderdorf, which is an organization that
places huge emphasis on the ability of communities to be self-sustaining. The majority of
the people in Northern Uganda are living day-to-day rather than for the future (which could
be as little as a month away). It is therefore very difficult to implement self-sustaining and
self-reliant initiatives. This is going to take new types of humanitarian initiatives, and a
new generation of people to implement them; this is going to be up to the young people of
today’s world.

~” The majority of the people in
Northern Uganda are living dayto-day rather than for the future
(which could be as little as a month
away). It is therefore very difficult
to implement self-sustaining and
self-reliant initiatives.”~
recently Nikki has started her own
orgazination and to find out more
information go to:
www.intheirshoescanada.org
live your life!

I cannot even begin to explain to you how amazing the people of Northern Uganda are.  For
people who have lived in war for 20 years, many who have been forced to kill and rape and
have lost all or most of their family, they presently live fairly happy lives.  However, psychological problems are numerous, as one can imagine. The majority of today’s population
in Northern Uganda knows nothing but war and violence. I came back to Montreal with the
hardest culture shock of my life, which was something I didn’t think possible after I came
back from four months in Asia back in 2004. I came back disgusted with people who dwell
on the little things and take things for granted. I came back astonished and revolted by the
idea of school shootings, and most importantly, I came back realizing that this is most definitely my career choice in life, and I will do what it takes to make a difference, and pave a
new way in the humanitarian world.

.

East Africa is an amazing place, the people of Uganda are so friendly and the country is
extraordinarily beautiful. I also had a chance to travel down to Kenya and Tanzania while I
was over there. I ventured through the Serengeti and saw more animals than I knew existed.
I would not trade my CVAP experience for anything in the world, and I cannot wait to go
back to Uganda to study my Masters in Development Studies, and create my own NGO, focusing on the empowerment of self-sustainability and self-reliance—probably the two most
important things I learned through my experience.

www.intheirshoescanada.org
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V

incent Lamb

What better to learn about nursing school and the transition into nursing school than from the president of the Nursing Students of Ontario. Vincent
Lamb originally received a BA in Biology at the University of Western Ontario.  Once Vincent graduated, he went to work in Toronto at a corporate
mutual fund group. He was there for two years when things started to feel stagnant, and decided that he needed something more gratifying and personable.
Vincent chose to go back to school and was considering either nursing or engineering. He has an aunt who is a nurse which got him thinking. But,
both Vincent’s parents are engineers.  However, they supported him in any decision he was to make and since he preferred sciences he decided to enroll
in nursing.
Vincent looks at nursing as an applied science taking the information he is learning and
applying it to help those who are in need of his knowledge, which has captured his insurmountable interest in the industry. The hands-on participation and immediate response
of nursing is a major facet of Vincent’s enthusiasm surrounding his decision to pursue
nursing

In the business world Vincent was confined to a cubicle.  In the nursing world he never sits
down.  The ability to move around both within Canada and the rest of the world allows
Vincent to feel that he has the freedom to work without boundaries. A Canadian nursing
degree allows for the flexibility of placement for Vincent to work in various countries.
Vincent is among the growing male nursing population in Canada and is currently in his
fourth year of nursing at Ryerson University in Toronto, which has one of the largest nursing programs in Canada.

Let’s get to know him…
What did you want to do when you were 10 years old?
Being from a Chinese background, it was drilled into me at a young age that I will go to
University to become a doctor, engineer, dentist, etc.
What did you want to do in Grade 10?
I knew I wanted to go into Sciences, but not medical.  I was very interested in Environmental
Sciences and researching the environment.
Who influenced you?
A mix between my parents and my high school teachers who told me that I have the ability to
make a difference in what ever I choose to do.
What does the word ‘success’ mean to you?
To me, presently, it is group oriented term striving to reach a goal and finally achieving that
goal as a group.
What does the word ‘failure’ mean to you?
I don’t think there is failure.  I believe there is only success in progress.  A certain delayed
success.
Favourite subject in University?
At Western, a plant science class. At Ryerson, my 3rd year Community Nursing course because nursing looks to the community for help just as much as the hospital.  And, my Public
Administration Course.
Who do you most admire?
Aside from my parents, people such as your self trying to seek out information that rest of us
are not sure about, and presenting the truth so we can learn and judge for ourselves.  Truth
seekers.
If not nursing what would you be doing?
I would probably still be working at the mutual fund company if nursing didn’t pop into my
head.

Any advice for those considering nursing?  
Get involved where ever you can.  At school, with your school government.  Get to know
your professors. The more contacts you make the more doors open to you and you will be
able to find more facets of nursing that are out there.  Nursing is more than academics, it’s
about being involved.
If you could have any super power, what would it be?
At the snap of my finger, water would appear - In any shape or form I wish.
What is that worst trend of the present time?
Crocs – or least when adults wear them.
When you can’t sleep what do you do?
I usually get up, walk around, grab a glass of water, and go back to bed.
What was your worst subject in school?
Psychology
Do you follow your head or your heart?
For the most part - my head. The heart gets you into trouble.
What is your weakness?
Chocolate, it’s all over the hospital.
If could visit anywhere in the world, where would it be?
Right now, the Tropics.
Would you want to be cloned?
Nope.
What is your meaning to life?
I am Buddhist, so for me it is trying to help others as much as possible.
Best thing ever invented?
The laptop

(END SCENE)
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the lost boy

The Narrow Escape:
					 The Facts of My Life
BY GABRIEL BOL DENG

Editors’ Note
In the late 1980s, after decades of civil war in their native land, thousands of Sudanese children, some as young as six or seven years
of age, fled forced conscription by rebel armies and trekked to Ethiopia. Most of the female children did not survive the ordeal. Many
of the survivors remained in refugee camps in Ethiopia until 1991, when a newly elected government expelled them. Finding themselves returned to the Sudan with civil war again threatening, some of the boys continued their long walk more than six hundred
kilometers into northwest Kenya, where Kakuma refugee camp and other camps were established to protect them. Members of the
Dinka people, as well as the smaller group of DiDinga men, comprise the seventy-five Sudanese Lost Boys who arrived in Syracuse in
2001, after the United States offered 4,000 young men safe haven in several cities throughout the United States. The Lost Boys name
is a reference to the motherless children in the Peter Pan story, given to this group by relief workers, who watched in amazement as
thousands of boys arrived en masse in Kenya. In Syracuse, Gabriel performs traditional songs and dances recalled from his Dinka
childhood at public folk arts programs, where he shares his personal narrative—a story tragically similar for all of the Lost Boys.

I

was about ten years old when I left my hometown of Gogrial in southern Sudan in 1987. I was separated from my parents
when a band of northern Sudanese militiamen invaded our village. At
the time of the attack, I was tending to my father’s herd of cattle in
the grazing field, about fifteen miles away from the village. All of a
sudden, I heard the report of a gun nearby. Then I saw four Arab soldiers dressed in green khaki uniforms wielding their guns and swords
in the middle of the cattle. I hid in the tall grass to avoid being kidnapped by the attackers. I watched as they chased a herd of cattle toward the north and away from where I hid. When they were out of
my sight, I ran home as fast as I could to warn my family. As I ran,
I wished I had the strength to rescue my cows from the militiamen.

Gabriel Bol Deng, speaker at the 2005 Lenten Series, at
LeMoyne College in Syracuse, NewYork.

		

Photo: Felicia Faye McMahon
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My village lay straight ahead from where I stood. As I was hurriedly running back home, I saw huge black clouds of smoke billowing
into the air from the village. As I drew near I saw that it came from
a fire in my village. Continuous gunfire rang out as I ran towards my
home. Two men from my village intercepted me and tried to prevent
me from coming closer to the village. Then, in an instant, one of the
two men was shot dead. Instinctively, I fell to the ground and crawled.
Bullets narrowly missed me on either side as I tried to find cover. Now
I was separated from the other village man who tried to prevent me
from going home. I thought my life was over— I was alone now, but

determined to find my parents. When I arrived in my village, no
one was there. Fear gripped me as I caught a glimpse of three
bloody corpses near my home. I thought, “No, they weren’t my
family.” But they were from my village; they were somebody’s
family. Fires raged around me. Houses burned and collapsed.
The putrid smoke of burning flesh emerged out of nearby houses. Never could I have imagined something like this happening.
After seeing this, I knew that my life would never be the same.
I continued to search for my parents and found that many women
and children from my village were abducted by government-backed
militiamen to be sold into slavery in the Arab northern capital of
Khartoum, Sudan. It is the Sudanese headquarters for the most fundamentalist Islamic beliefs. Men, on the other hand, were killed on
the spot. They were more of a threat to the militiamen, since they
would have fought the attackers en route to northern Sudan. It was
now about five in the evening. After spending most of the day at
this ravaged scene, I lost hope of finding my parents. Devastated,
I fled from my village and ran into the high grass of the Serengeti.
I always feared the wild animals of the Serengeti. Lions, hyenas,
and other wild animals frightened me. I was acutely reminded of
this when I heard the roar of a lion nearby. Where was I to go?
I climbed up the first tall tree I saw. It was safer than staying on
the ground. And though its leaves provided some camouflage,
those two nights were the most sleepless I ever had in my life.
The chilling dew of the night fell upon me. By dawn I heard the
sound of many footsteps. A large group of people came towards
the tree, and from where I was, I could hear them speaking the
same Dinka language. Using the leaves as cover, I peeked between
the leaves to see if they were the militiamen or some people from
my village. I was relieved to see that their skin color matched
mine. They sat under the tree for rest and shade, but I was still
skeptical. What would happen to me if I announced my presence? Would they kill me? Should I remain silent until they left?
Then they began to share their stories. One man told of how his
wife and children were abducted from his village. Others recounted
stories similar to what I experienced. Slowly, I realized that they
were indeed from the same tribe. Then I thought, this might be the
only chance I have to ask for water and food. So, with the little
courage I could summon, I said, “Hello!” Some people started to
run away, not knowing where this greeting came from. When they
looked up and saw a little boy hiding above them in the tree, they
were relieved. They beckoned me to join them, and immediately
asked me questions as I descended down each branch: How did I
get there? Where was my family? My throat was too parched to
respond to their questions—it was hard enough for me to say hello.
They offered me water, roasted meat, and comfort. Like many people in the group, I was separated from my family. Although some
had escaped with their families intact, most told me stories not unlike my own. And they still didn’t know where their families were.
We rested under the tree, exhausted from the trauma, yet drawn together by our mutual experiences. When it was time to leave, they
brought me along. I gladly joined them, not know where we were
going, but understanding that none of us could return home. En
route we encountered many ambushes from government soldiers,
from which some of us escaped. I remember bullets whizzing pass
our bodies and skimming the surface of the ground as we all ran in
different directions. Later, we sought each other when it was safe.

Weeks passed before our group arrived at the Nile River. The
world’s longest river became our refuge for seven days. We could
not remain there longer than that, so the decision was made to swim
across the Nile. With gathered bundles of papyrus trees, which
grew along the river, we began crossing the river. Strong currents,
crocodiles, and alligators ended the journey for some people in our
group. Twelve hours later, we reached the opposite shore of the Nile.
Our food rations were running low, but we could not stop. A decision
was made to continue walking across the Sahara desert in order to go to
Ethiopia. Extreme heat made us thirsty. Occasionally, we licked the dew
from the sparse savannah grass, which grew along the way,
but it never quenched our thirst. Well into our two-month journey across the Sahara desert, we depleted our food supplies. To
ease our hunger pangs we located edible leaves from the few
trees that grew in the desert. There weren’t many, due to the
harsh climatic conditions in the desert. Consequently, more
people died of starvation, while others simply lost all hope and
hid themselves the shrubs to die. For the latter, it was the only
peaceful way for them to die, instead of in the hot desert sands.
Sometimes we were able to kill wild gazelles and antelopes for
meat. They were difficult to catch, though, since they usually ran
away when we approached them. The meat and leaves were inadequate sustenance. Of greater threat to us were rhinoceros and water
buffaloes. Ordinary spears could not fell these massive creatures.
And since they were of greater threat to us, we hid ourselves whenever they passed by. Poisonous snakes posed a danger, too. Still
more died from these bites without medical treatment. As people
died around me, I despaired, thinking I was next on this death row.
I personally saw four children my age die. I would not believe it—
but it was true. It was the most dreadful thing I ever saw. I could
not bear to say good-bye to my best friends. I wept for this great
loss of friendship. Everyone was sad, but we did not stop to bury
the dead—we kept moving. It is beyond my reasoning to divine
how the rest of our group of about five hundred arrived in Ethiopia.
I reached Dimma camp in northwest Ethiopia, but I was hospitalized
for several weeks due to chronic malaria and other diseases. After
my recovery, I stayed in the camp for four more years. Over eighty
thousand refugees from southern Sudan survived extinction at the
hands of the Arab militiamen. Compared to what I had endured, the
standard of living was not that bad. Some food supplies were sent
to the camp by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). However, the standard of health care was poor and
failed to prevent many from dying of malaria, anemia, and diarrhea.
I began school for the first time in 1990, at the age of thirteen.
Education was basic. There weren’t enough school facilities or
qualified teachers. Bars of charcoal were all I had to use as writing implements. We did not have notebooks, so I peeled and divided boxes to use to keep notes in my first grade class. For food,
we worked cooperatively with others in the camp. We lived on
subsistence farming and built our own huts using mud and grass.
Our entertainment included swimming in a nearby river, soccer,
and English word spelling. I made the best life I could from the
camp but I longed to return to my village to find my parents. Despite this, I had an unshakable faith that things would get better.
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In 1991, Ethiopia erupted into civil war. Mengistu’s government
was toppled within five months as Ethiopian rebels, backed by the
Sudanese government, staged a successful coup. As a reward to
their benefactors, the rebels wanted to return thousands of Sudanese refugees to the Sudanese Islamic regime. Initially, the camp
administration refused this forced expatriation to spare us from
torture, rape, slavery, and massacres. But greater pressure from
the Sudanese government coerced the refugee camp administration to recant their vows to protect us. In a moment, during our
rainy season, the rebels emptied the refugee camps at gunpoint,
killing many where they lay. Many others avoided capture and
risked returning to the Sudan. Escape was more treacherous now,
as Ethiopia is the most mountainous country in all of Africa. To
escape, we crossed many rivers and streams as they overflowed
their banks, with stronger currents flowing from the highlands to
the lowlands. Children and older adults drowned in the River Gilo
and Bahr-el-Jebel right along the Ethiopian- Sudanese border. The
river crossing was full of people desperately trying to reach the
other side. Some could not swim so they climbed onto the backs of

This protest song, sung in Dinka villages
and refugee camps in the Sudan and Kenya,
is a product of the culture’s oral tradition.
The author and other Lost Boys in Syracuse
wrote out the lyrics in Dinka and English for
the first time for performance on April 25,
2004, at the Schweinfurth Memorial Art
Center in Auburn, New York. In the Dinka
language, the song is a malual. Around
harvest time, a song is created and sung to
the bulls, the basis of the Dinka culture and
economy. Before the war, malual expressed
pride related to the abundance and wealth
of the village, explains Gabriel, “but now,
because of the war, songs are sung to warn
young people about dangers they may face.”
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A la ci dui jur aba maram a
Aci la dui ting ka tol luak
Ka ci liap ka hot dan den
Ku duil dan den
Ku luang den a dap
Piny aci riak mac maram
Anei achot mac maram bak ting

Suddenly, it is a war!
The troops are attackers [Arab militiamen] from northern Sudan
Oh! Look at the huge smoke of burning houses, food stores,
Every Dinka man comes out to defend the villages from the attackers!
Let’s come to defend our land from the enemies!
Though we do not have weapons, we must fight to protect our children
from being kidnapped.
Let all stand for success!!

others to stay afloat. Fortunately, I ran along the river until I found
a safer place to cross. Were it not for good fortune, I don’t know
how I could have crossed that river.
New refugee camps were established in the wild forest between
Ethiopia and Sudan. No food supplies were available, since the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees did not have
direct access to the new refugee camp. Hence, we spent months
foraging for wild honey and animals to eat. If we could not kill an
animal to eat, we cooked edible leaves from trees to survive and
continue the hunt the next day. We stayed in small groups to protect ourselves from lions and hyenas that roamed about at night. A
large fire was usually sufficient to keep the lions from attacking us.
But we kept a big, long stick at the ready should the lions attack.
We talked until morning, and although there were always present dangers around us, we managed to tell jokes most of the time.
For instance, we would call our temporary living arrangements
“home” in order to pass the time quickly. I called it “my home
on the move.” My first grade notebook and Bible from Ethiopia
were the only reading material I had—they meant everything to
me. After the long run of hunting and fighting for survival in the

forest, the UNHCR provided food for us using aerial drops, since
no airports existed where we were. The mad rush for food killed
some people who were trampled upon in their attempt to retrieve
food supplies.
In 1992, the National Islamic Front (NIF), the most powerful political party ruling by sharia law (strictest
adherence to Islamic law), sent ground troops to attack our camps
by carpet bombing, which killed many people. They continued
bombing us for weeks. I, and many others, fled to Kenya in East
Africa. While we ran towards the Kenyan border, Antinov antiaircrafts indiscriminately dropped bombs on innocent civilians in
the Sahara desert. The International Red Cross took us to Kakuma
refugee camp in northern Kenya where I lived for nine years. Life
was bearable there, although we fended off occasional attacks
from local tribes. Once again, there were limited food supplies for
the refugee population in the camp. Each person received a total
of twelve kilograms (about five pounds) of dry corn, which had
to last for one month. Sometimes we received rations of cooking
oil, but we had to exchange the oil for money
to grind the corn into flour. Occasionally we
were given one cup of beans to supplement
our diet, but it was used before the next food
distribution, regardless of how frugal we
were eating only once per day or one meal
every two days. Thus, we went without food
for many days. We had one liter of water per
week. Even then, I skipped one day to have
more water for cooking, bathing, etc. At times
the entire camp suffered from acute shortages
of water due to poor pipeline water drainage.
Water was our most important commodity
in the camp. Health care professionals were
scarce, so many died from curable diseases
such as marasmus and kwashiorkor, which
usually affect children. Furthermore, the hot
weather contributed to the spread of airborne
diseases. We could not farm in this arid area
of northern Kenya, as we did in Ethiopia.
We did get an education, with help from the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees. I continued my education under the
trees in the camp. No classrooms had been built. There weren’t
enough books for the students. One class had about one hundred
students. Therefore, I depended solely on the notes from teachers.
Yet in spite of these poor educational facilities, the school provided extracurricular activities such as drama, soccer, debate, and the
Young Christian Students movement (YCS). I became president of
both the Young Christian Students movement and the debate club
at Napata Refugee Secondary School at Kakuma camp. Our school
drama and choral clubs won the district school music festival competitions to compete in the provincial and national competitions.
In 1998, we were approached by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees. They asked us to write our autobiographies as part of the application process for the refugee resettlement
program in the United States. By 1999, I and numerous other applicants participated in a series of screening interviews before the
final decision was made to send 4,000 applicants to the United
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States. More than 17,000 unaccompanied minors from the Sudan
applied. Approximately twenty-five percent were accepted. We
were known as the “Lost Boys of the Sudan.” Those who passed
the final interview with the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) lawyers from the United States received a full medical
screening before notification was given for resettlement. On November 18, 2000, I received an approval letter from the National
Migration Office in Washington, D.C., to be resettled in the United
States as a refugee. On February 8, 2001, my name appeared on
the notice board for the flight scheduled to depart for America on
February 12. I arrived in the United States on February 14—St.
Valentine’s Day for the rest of the world, a day of emancipation
for me.
My post–high school education resumed after I passed the college
entrance examination at Onondaga Community College on August
16, 2001. My classes began in the spring semester of 2002. On
May 15, 2004, I graduated from Onondaga Community College
with an associate’s degree in mathematics and science. Currently, I
am pursuing my bachelor’s degree in mathematics, with a concen-

tration in both general and special education, at Le Moyne College
in Syracuse.
To this day I do not know the whereabouts of my family in the
Sudan, nor have I heard from anyone else in my village or from
the first group of refugees who brought me with them when I hid
in a tree. Just as faith kept me strong and determined to survive and
have a better life, I still have hope that one day I will reunite with
my parents and siblings. It is my wholehearted prayer that they
are still alive, despite the odds. I imagine sitting and eating with
Mom and Dad around a dinner table as one of their eight children.
I hope and pray that my parents will hear of my whereabouts and
learn of the fruits of their future—that the son they brought into
this world lived to see the beauty of everything here on this earth.
Though I left home at a very young age, I will always recall in the
recesses of my memory the beautiful and encouraging words of
advice from my dad. So I miss the warmth and nurturing relationship from my family. But despite the hardships and perils, I am
forever thankful and appreciative to God for his protection and
guidance, which led me through this most difficult part of my life.

.

In North America, success is seen by the amount of money
you have earned.
5% of Americans earn 6 figures or more
40% of America’s wealth is contained by 1% of America’s
population
There are 1500 billionaires in the world.
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Death or Degree?
By Jonathan Paul

T

BAGHDAD, Jan. 16, 2007 — At least 70 people were killed at a largely Shiite university in northeastern Baghdad when a wave of explosions tore through a crowd of students and employees leaving the main gate minutes after classes ended.

Earning a Degree could be fatal!

his is the constant struggle and decision that students in
Baghdad have to face each day they step out their door and on
route to attain an education and eventually a degree from the University of Baghdad.

It has been many years now and we still continue to observe the media coverage of Iraq and its continually increasing
struggle. As citizens we are only able to witness the censored filtration our media permits us to view.  The constant destruction witnessed through the news in Iraq is minimal compared to the amount
of attacks, bombings, and wreckage that actually take place. All
we continue to hear is the proposed agenda of gradually removing
U.S. Troops from a country completely turned upside down from
the initial invasion, that in the first place, they had no right to seize.  
Even though Iraq was governed by a dictator, it was still a country
with a legitimate organized structure and arrangement. Iraq at one
point in time was considered the country of opportunity and education in the Middle East. But if a country such as Iraq does not
have the freedom or opportunity to grow culturally, socially, and
economically it will be unable to provide for any of its inhabitants
in the future.

A major area that guarantees growth on various levels in
any country is education. While most students are complaining that
tuition fees are soaring or deadlines are too strict, they may want to
stop and think how lucky their postition is in comparison. Imagine
that in order to earn a degree your days would be spent in constant
fear every time you step outside or sit in a classroom. By simply
having the knowledge that at any given moment you could be shot
at or blown up while enroute to a 10:15 class can be extremely
stressful and can unhinge the most sane and sturdy of individuals.  
Professors and students in Iraq fear for their lives everyday, a high
price to pay for an education especially when carrying what little
hope is left for a future that appears to have none.
Awareness of the situation is an issue we should further
promote.  I wanted first hand experience of the situation so I sought
out students and faculty attending an institution of higher education within the core of the chaos. This was not a simple task considering there is not much access to the internet or communication
anywhere outside the country’s former richest economic city. As
well as the instilled fear to tell their stories or even to communicate
with North America or Westerners.
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Even though Iraq was goverened by a controversial
dictating leader, it was still a country with a
legitimate organized structure and arrangement.

My contacts eventually led me to a Biology Professor
from the University of Baghdad who is on leave in Ontario. Dr.
Naba Hamid (Al-Barrak) was kind enough to sit down with us
and share some of her knowledge and experiences. Dr. Hamid was
born and raised in Baghdad, she feels safe in Canada but must
travel back to Baghdad because it is home, and no matter how bad
things get she feels Iraq is where she belongs. The Doctor believes
she has an obligation to promote awareness about the difficulties
facing the people of Iraq to western society; all the while she risks
her own life educating her students. Dr. Hamid is truly a Professor
that cares.
Education, which is one of the most important and influential facets to ensure a country’s future, is dissipating with each
passing day.  An education that has almost lost everything it stands
for is amongst the wounded of war’s wearing presence.  Having
to go to school and and worrying about being shot or blown up at
any given minute can only deter students from setting out in search
of any academic lifestyle.  Choosing the life of a student in Iraq
means having to fear for your life, and all the while wondering if
you will pass your upcoming exam gives a whole new meaning to
a stressful academic year.
“What normally takes 15 minutes,” says Dr Hamid turns
into a 2 hour journey traveling to school trying to map out the
safest way possible through various road blocks with the least re-
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sistance. A normal day of school could last from 8 am until 5 pm,
but students have to leave at 2 o’clock in the afternoon in order to
arrive home safely by 4 o’clock right before the streets become
empty and unpredictably dangerous. Wanting to become educated
is almost like gambling with your life. Students and faculty are
being shot only because they belong to an institution that provides
an opportunity to learn more about the world. “You are in constant
fear every minute” says Dr. Hamid, and left wondering if the cab
you just jumped into decides to kidnap you instead of driving you
to the University. Once word spreads that a student can afford to
go to school, chances of abduction for ransom increase. Unlike the
past, many people don’t even drive anymore.  Dr. Hamid’s vehicle
has been stored away in her garage the past few years for fear she
might get gunned down when seen driving. “It’s not like before,”
she says.  “Women don’t have the freedom we once had for generations.”
Education, as valuable as we all know it to be, is being
oppressed by the various terrorist groups in Baghdad.  The neighbourhood where Dr. Hamid’s school is located  is protected by a
fairly modest cement wall while closely watched and controlled
by a terrorist organization. At any moment the classrooms could
become a war zone. “Education is really the only static thing that
gives them hope” mentions Hamid.  Going to school and learning
is the students’ only escape from the constant violence.

Attempting to teach students biology, without any science
equipment except for 5 microscopes, no electricity and very few
slide images while keeping them motivated is a difficult task for
the Professor. Especially in a school that has been an unfortunate
recipient to multiple bombings with an end result of well over 60
causalities.  To instill hope, motivation, and encouragement concerning an unknown future is nearly impossible using only words,
according to Dr. Hamid. “Words are not enough!” she insists.
“You have to show the students visual hope and show them something other than violence.   But
you can’t, I can’t show them
anything other than what they
see.”
Graduation is a delayed
process for most students and is
often put off as long as possible.
Once a student graduates there
is little hope that he/she will acquire a job within or outside of
Iraq.  Most are forced to fight on
the front by various terrorist organizations. Whether a graduate of Engineering, Biology or
Political Science, their degrees
are no longer recognized in the
eyes of war.  Those who were fortunate enough to attend university are now placed alongside teenagers who dropped out of high
school with very little education. “They have no passion for life.”
Dr. Hamid states. “No weapon can make them afraid or stop the
violence, not even nuclear.”  No community is safe from this harm.  
“This war should awake the rest of the world” says the doctor. “Do
you know how close Iraq is to our (North America) continent?”
she asks. “Only 12,000 miles!” While the rest of world is standing by, some paying attention, and others turning a blind eye, war
has many ways of affecting the rest of the world. Whether it be
politically, economically, socially, or even physically, awareness
of these situations must be brought to attention on a global level
without the censorship of the media.
Four generations of males were becoming wiped out due
to successive wars and lately the USA occupation.  So many single
women and widows are the result of every man having to join the
fight since presently, there is no other way.  How do you even begin to rebuild when there are so many educated people being killed
off? Women do not have a chance to receive the opportunity to go
out and acquire the skills for different careers or help generate the
workforce.
Education used to be the forte among Iraqis in comparison to surrounding countries.  “Iraq was a pioneer among the
Middle East” mentions Hamid. “Students from United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Syeria, Lebanon, North Africa, and
Palestine would come to study in Iraq.”  After the first Gulf War in
1991, educated people began to leave for safer places like Europe
and North America. The majority of the people that left were the
educated middle-class, which Iraq was once populated with.

The city is no longer a city; it is a pile of rubble with very
few buildings left in their original form.   “The people’s history
was destroyed” says Dr. Hamid when the National Museum, and
numerous other museums all over the country were ransacked and
looted by individuals and international mafias.  The museum can
no longer depict a history that perhaps Iraq would once again like
to establish. One building that was left untouched and is continually being guarded is the Ministry of Oil which Dr. Hamid can see
everyday when she steps outside her house located directly down
the street from the grease governing shrine.   “We live in a country
that produces oil for the rest of the world but we can’t have any
ourselves,” mentions Hamid.  “We have no petrol [gasoline],” (the
liquid mixture used to the increase octane ratings in fuel making it
safer for our vehicle’s engine).  This in turn creates a problem to
power generators that some homes are fortunate enough to own or
makes it very harmful to the few cars still able to run.  Hospitals
are short of equipments, drugs, and lack disposable syringes and
oxygen. The streets are not clean, the water is filthy, and there is
garbage everywhere, according to Dr. Hamid.   
The students as well as most people in Iraq are isolated,
they do not know life is moving outside of this country. There are
no televisions, radios, frequencies of any sort, and the limited internet is closely watched.  Cost for living is increasing, inflation is
very high, and infrastructure is almost nonexistent. “It is though
we do not have a country anymore, or if we do, it is something we
no longer recognize,” says Hamid.
Every action has a reaction, and in Iraq’s case, an unimaginable
reaction. The casualties from this ongoing war is affecting more
than the present well being. With the lack of education and the
decreasing enrollment in school the future of the country is at stake
because as mentioned before, education ensures growth of any
community and without it the process to rebuilding will be a long
arduous battle with little hope in sight.

.

Dr. Naba Hamid asks for your help:
Youth of Canada what can you do to support your
peers in Iraq? Can you help them to restore their
schools? Can you support their morals and their life?
Help them with information, knowledge, books, and
equipments. Can you support and revive education
in Iraq?
You can contact Dr. Hamid at
nh4woman@yahoo.com

Enemy-Initiated Attacks Against the Coalition and Its Iraqi Partners
Number of attacks
6,000

5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
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Poli-Rock-Tics

By: Adam Grant

T

openly against Clinton’s sexual indiscretions.   After
he constant battle between musicians and politi- all, extra-marital affairs are to musicians as what fish
cians shouldn’t be a shock to anyone when you consider are to water. Plus Clinton could play the saxophone,
the egos possessed by those in either profession. Where and there’s certainly no guarantee that Bush could even
it gets interesting though, is when the two factions de- spell that.
cide to battle one another in a public forum – Mano-amano; policy-creator versus guitar slinger.  Both enjoy “When Bush came into office – I think right when that
the stage, both enjoy the spotlight, and both enjoy mak- happened – I told the guys in the band that, ‘things are
ing headlines. So when George W. Bush somehow won going to get really, really bad for everyone.’   I hated
the Supreme Court decision to become the American seeing my prediction come true,” recalls Jim Lindberg,
President in 2001, the ultimate battle between political vocalist of the politically charged punk band Pennywise.   “It gives something to rally against, but at the
and artistic ego began.
same time I’d rather see him not there.  I think things
It’s easy to say that Bush should’ve expected were going pretty good with Clinton.”
backlash before he even began partaking in activiOf course like any politician, Clinton had polities that eventually brought such hatred from the music public into his life. For eight years, the American cies and took actions that not everyone would agree
public embraced the charm of Bill Clinton and his phi- with, but none ever garnered as much outrage as Bush’s
landering ways.   Surely, he received oral offerings in continuing military occupation of Iraq that has now
the Oval Office from an intern that left some peoples’ lasted over five years – five years after his flight-suit
moral compasses a little insulted, but rarely (if ever) appearance on the USS Abraham Lincoln on May 1,
did those in the artistic community come out and rally 2003, and his declaration of “Mission Accomplished,”
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in reference to what he assumed to be the end of major
combat in the Iraqi region.  Well, we all know how that
turned out.
Along the way, filmmaker Michael Moore has
targeted the commander and chief through 2004’s Fahrenheit 9/11 and subsequently 2007’s Sicko, while The
Daily Show with Jon Stewart has been handed comedic,
political gold with Bush on the throne and the collection
of idiot cronies who have surrounded him (i.e., Dick
Cheney and Condoleeza Rice). While both Moore and
Stewart have succeeded in their visual ways, musicians
have a much tougher time conveying their feelings in
an honest, verbal way, and sometimes when they do,
the political hounds come after them – case in point,
Natalie Maines of The Dixie Chicks.
Known for years as pop-country darlings with
a big-voiced front woman, and a sugary sound unable
to offend anyone who owned a fringe dangling jacket,
Maines stepped in it back in 2003 at a London concert
when she proclaimed that her band was “ashamed” that
the President was from the state of Texas. Soon enough,
an unreal amount of hell broke loose and the trio went
from pop-country darlings to a perceived threesome of
unpatriotic, country she-devils.  As shown through the
band’s 2006 documentary Shut Up & Sing, the backlash directed at the girls was intense and unruly. There
were public CD destroying sessions, country music stations banning Dixie Chicks’ tracks, as well as numerous
death threats.  However, the three soldiered on to create
arguably the most acclaimed album of their career, Taking the Long Way.
Ultimately, what this documentary did was expertly magnify just how vile the relationship between
musicians and politicians can be, as well as how quickly a political support system can rally its social footsoldiers to coax its citizens into believing that musicians and pop-stars are as much a danger to patriotism
as planes flying into towers.
“I’m not sure the average person sees descent as being
unpatriotic,” notes folk rocker Steve Earle, who in 2002
received raised eyebrows after releasing the album Jerusalem and the track “John Walker’s Blues” – a song
which is penned and performed through the perspective of captured American Taliban fighter John Walker
Lindth.  “Artists comment on the society that they live

in and that’s their job.”
101: Why do you think politicians are so afraid of
that?
“I don’t think they’re afraid of (musician opinions) – I
think they use them when it’s to their advantage,” continues Earle.   “I don’t think politicians are afraid of
anything.  Politicians are just like people; they’re either
afraid or they’re not.  They are sometimes in the business of scaring people; it’s not really about what they’re
really afraid of.  It’s about, ‘how can I get votes?’ and
one way to do that is to scare people and create an atmosphere of fear.”
The current “atmosphere of fear” in which Earle speaks about is a very real one and one that musicians have had to work within for years now – with
varied results.  In 2004 Green Day came out of an artistic slumber with the pummeling rock opera American
Idiot, which sold well north of 10 million copies and
earned them more trophies than many bowling teams
combined.  On the subsequent live album that followed
(2005’s Bullet in a Bible), band vocalist Billie Joe Armstrong felt the need to clarify from the stage that the
track “Holiday” (AI’s third single) “is not anti-American, it’s anti-war.”  Surely, the question to that song’s
message must’ve been questioned along the way, if an
over-the-top explanation had to be proclaimed from a
London, England stage.  Either way, it’s doubtful that
that track at all hindered the sales of American Idiot.
In a semi-less successful attempt, Pearl Jam put
out the song “Bushleaguer” on the band’s 2002 album,
Riot Act.
Eddie Vedder sings:
A confidence man, but why so beleaguered?
He’s not a leader, he’s a Texas leaguer
Swinging for the fence, got lucky with a strike
Drilling for fear, makes the job simple
Born on third, thinks he got a triple
While the song was an album cut that didn’t
make it to mainstream radio, the live presentation of it
reportedly pissed some people off and led to early exits at Pearl Jam shows. During the “Bushleaguer” part
of their live set, Vedder would traditionally come onto
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the stage in a glittered disco-esque jacket and a rubber
George W. Bush mask on his face.  In this costume he’d
dance like a buffoon, strike some Richard Nixon poses,
smoke a cigarette, and occasionally put the mask on the
mic stand before tearing it to shreds on stage in front of
thousands.
One widely conceived theory in regards to why
rockers go after Bush with such a full-steam-ahead attitude is that they have to because the media hasn’t or
won’t.  Over time, it’s become obvious that FOX News
is a conservative outlet, and while other networks (i.e.
CNN) do better at hiding their partisanship, one thing
everyone has in common is not going after the Bush
administration the same way documentary makers and
musicians do. That said, why has much of the actual
media restrained itself from taking a hard line approach
with little W. and his crew?
“I think the Bush White House really had the press
either intimidated or something where they weren’t
transparent – they didn’t give us real information,” offers musician, television host, and spoken word artist,
Henry Rollins.  “You can’t see any images of casualties
from Iraq – that should tell you something.
“With this conflict, it’s like every reporter has to turn
in all of his stuff and have it vetted before it goes on
air. The Bush White House did things that are so egregious, so crass, and so in your face, almost daring you
to say something,” he elaborates.   “The press never
once in my opinion stepped up and went, ‘hey, wait a
minute!’  And, the congress didn’t (stand up) and for the
most part, the American people didn’t – so we deserve
our misery.   I’m just sorry that we spread it on other
countries, but, we deserve it; that’s what (Thomas) Jefferson would tell us.  Jefferson would’ve said, ‘you’re
bummed out?  It’s all your fault, you’re the people, you
should’ve made (Bush) listen and understand that he
serves you.’  This administration has this crazy idea that
we’re there to serve them and it’s completely wrong.”
Now with the clock ticking closer to the Tuesday, November 4, 2008 United States Presidential election, the Bush experience will thankfully come to a
close and it’ll be time to (briefly) reflect on the eight
years of arguably the worst leader in America’s history.  
Aside from Iraq, he’s had approval ratings as low as the
30% range, been the butt of more jokes than yo mama,
and seemingly triggered more outrage from the musi-
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cal community than anyone since the Vietnam era. Is
America willing to change?  We’ll see.
Barack Obama (Democrat) could make history
by becoming the first African-American President or
John McCain (Republican) could squeeze through and
continue along the path of his predecessor and prolong
this seemingly hopeless mission in Iraq.  While there
are never any guarantees until the final votes are tallied,
one thing is for certain; musicians will be making their
voices heard regardless of which individual gets sworn
in.
“The best thing I can do for a politician I want to see
elected, is to stay as far away from him as possible.  It’s
obvious that I’m not going to vote for John McCain,
because he represents continuing our foreign policy in
the Mid-East exactly the way we’ve been doing it and I
definitely can’t support that,” feels Earle.  “I’ll vote for
Obama; I would’ve voted for Clinton if she had been
nominated, (because) I don’t see any third party as being viable in this country.  As far as what I’m going
to do during the election cycle, I probably won’t go to
Denver to the Democratic National Convention – I’m
not a democrat – but I’ll probably go to St. Paul, Minnesota just to fuck with the Republicans.

.

“I’m a citizen in a democracy, so it’s not anybody’s
business what I talk about and what I don’t talk about –
that is my decision,” he adds.  “Either there’s freedom
of speech, or there isn’t.  If there is, and I assume that
there is, then I can say any fucking thing I want to say
whether I’m an artist or whether I’m not.”

